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Abstract: Big data is a process which is used when the insights and meaning of stored data cannot be discovered with the existing data mining and handling techniques. The relational database engines cannot process very large datasets or an unstructured data. The relational database engines cannot process very large datasets or an unstructured data. This large size of data needs a distinguished way of processing approach which is called big data. Big data applies parallelism on the available hardware devices. Frequent changes on things make frequent changes on captured and recorded data. Specifically, the data creation, storage, retrieval and analysis is called big data, which is an enormous amount of data with respect to volume, velocity and variety. Due to the usage of devices such as mobiles, software logs, cameras, microphones and wireless sensors networks, there exist rapid growth in datasets. Hence, for efficient management and retrieval of big data, this paper investigates and examines the graph based indexing techniques for big data analysis. For storing and representing the data, a graph database is used along with the graph structures for logical requests with nodes, edges and properties. Consequently, as the datasets grow rapidly, this large set of data repositories cannot be retrieved and analyzed by using the traditional SQL model and also the relationships between the different datasets cannot be understood. In such case, the graph databases are one part of the solutions. The graph database model is obtained by extracting the relationships among different nodes or data points. It focuses on organizing and analyzing the messy data points according to the relationships, instead of looking at the value of data points. This helps in adding another layer of structuring and analyzing the data and increasing the effectiveness of big data analytics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The big data management challenges mainly on volume, variety and velocity of data[57,64]. First, the magnitude of a particular a data is referred as volume and in big data the magnitude or volume of data is measured and stored in terms of terabytes and petabytes, where 1 petabyte is equal to 1024 terabytes. Second challenge is the variety which depends on the type of data stored, which means the data can be structured, unstructured [1] and semi-structured. The structured data [2] involves the data on spread sheets or on relational databases, unstructured data [3] supports text, image, audio and video storages and XML is an example for semi-structured data which does not stick to any standards[63]. Third challenge of big data is its velocity which depends mainly on the rate and speed of the data. For example, smart phones [4], social networks [5], e-science [6], health care systems [7] etc. generates unpredictable rate of data in every seconds. This huge rate of data generated and the speed of analyzing and retrieving those data is impossible to handle with the traditional data management systems [8].

For overcoming the above said challenges, a real time analytics is required which effects big data analytics in to existence. The technologies in big data convert the above said challenges in to opportunities and also decision making [9] plays a major role in big data analytics. Efficient decision making helps in obtaining timely responses to queries and efficient utilization of computing resources helps in improving the performance of search operations on big data. Hence, the researchers are in a situation to propose efficient data analytics solutions for the massive amount of data generated.

Technologies in big data involves CouchDB for mining the stored data [10], text mining [11] and data mining[12] etc. For producing better solutions the above said technologies are integrated with effective indexing frame work. For example, a big data processing frame work called Hadoop has improved in its task execution when it was implemented along with indexing.
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Indexing [13] can be defined as a way to quickly locate and retrieve the data along with minimum disk access and optimum performance efficiency[58-60]. However the indexing techniques that are applied to the traditional datasets and proved their efficiency are failed to prove when they are applied for big data. Hence, the researchers are forced to perform enhancements in big data indexing techniques.

Consequently, this paper investigates and examines the graph databases along with their indexing techniques which focus on minimizing the indexing overhead which in turn helps to improve the query execution and search performance for big data repositories. A graph database represents the semantic queries in graph structures with a set of nodes and edges along with its properties and relationships for storing and representing the data[61,62]. A perfect example for a graph database is Twitter, which connects 330 million active users per month. Graph databases are based on NOSQL databases which are created for overcoming the limitations of the relational databases. Below Figure 1 represents a sample graph database in which the data is stored in a graph structure which constitutes nodes, edges and their relationships and Figure 2 represents the sample possible graph queries that can be processed by the sample graph database in Figure 1.

Rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the existing indexing techniques on big data research community which discusses about the search cost, resource utilization, accuracy and performance efficiency. Section 3 involves a detailed survey on graph based indexing techniques with their unique features which helps in understanding the application of indexing in graph databases along with a brief tabulation. Section 4 concludes the survey.

II. INDEXING TECHNIQUES IN RESEARCH COMMUNITY

This section brings out a detailed learning on some of the currently existing data indexing techniques which discusses the search cost, resource utilization, accuracy and performance efficiency. A technique on hash based indexing [14] proved its efficiency in search performance with high-dimensional data.

A. B-Tree and Hybrid B-Tree based Indexing

An extended tree of the Steiner tree called Compact Steiner Tree (CST) [15] is proposed on relational databases to improve keyword searched. Big data often deals with record of varying lengths [16] which produces multi-dimensional big data, where B-tree indexing helps in mapping related data with search keys. A set of gradually decreasing temporal data [17] values with a set of p-samples based on B-tree indexing takes linear time in sending query responses with optimum cost and for online data streams where the behaviors are unpredictable, the method attains high cost in query execution and consumes more number of computing resources. To overcome these drawbacks, to improve the efficiency of online indexing and to reduce the time complexity, a hybrid B-tree [18] indexing is proposed which mainly focus on robustness and flexibility. This method integrates a series of B+ -tree local indexes with graph partitioning.

B. Indexing on temporal networks

To A sub graph pattern matching technique [19] is proposed on temporal networks, where each time a network encounters a link the edges on the sub graph are marked with a time stamp. This network accounts edge ordering which can be accomplished through an approach called chronologically sorted edge driven approach that supports searching only on edges that occur in sequential order which results in high efficiency. For each edges, the number of matching temporal sub graphs and the time for matching the temporal sub graphs with the chronological edge driven algorithm in seconds are calculated. The main difference between a temporal and a static sub graph matching is, comparing with the number of static graphs, the number of matching temporal graphs can be either greater or lesser. Here the matching is not done on the nodes, instead it is done against the edges that follows the correct chronological ordering. Improvements on their algorithms enables high speed performance. For retrieving skewed spatial data, an R-+tree [20] is proposed with KR+-index which takes cloud data management(CDM) in to account. This technique is proved to be more efficient in accessing big data as well as supports nearest-neighbor queries in addition with range queries.

C. Bitmap and hash based indexing

The top-k CS tree is proposed [15] which mainly focus in reducing the cost of implementing Steiner trees in searching keywords on RDBMS. Comparing with other approaches the average elapsed time is less and this method achieves high accuracy. A sequence of bits stored as bulk index data describes a bitmap indexing technique [21] is one of the efficient indexing method, where the query processing is done with bitwise logical operations. Binary encoding schemes help in constructing a bit-sliced index by dividing a set of identifiers in to number of components [22] and yet failed to give responses to queries in minimum time.
High dimensional data search introduces hash-based indexing techniques which works faster in finding similar(data duplication) data and mainly applied in real time applications like duplicate detection [23], image retrieval and document analysis. The main principle of hashing is deriving compact binary codes for every high dimensional data for obtaining better search results. A non-negative sparse coding technique [14] is proposed to convert the original feature data space in to low-dimensional data space and similarity searches are done by sparse hashing(SH) to generate binary codes. In cloud, the search process on big data can be enhanced by using semantic-based indexing [24] which uses ontology evolution to develop a cloud service environment through which the cloud resources are distributed according to the user requirements [25].

D. Fuzzy based indexing

Fuzzy rule base can be applied in indexing procedures but it is practically impossible when applied on big data with unknown events. To overcome this drawback it is recommended to use dynamic fuzzy rule tuning with hybrid fuzzy classifiers by adjusting the rules dynamically to deduce detection rate [26]. Fuzzy indexing can be applied on a huge number of moving objects and index can be created in sub-seconds [27]. To improve indexing performance, the fuzzy indexing is able to capture images at a high frame rate and this image helps in answering the queries in a short span of time. Every time a new index image is created, the previously exploited index image is discarded to free the memory space and this makes efficient memory utilization.

Fuzzy indexing is mainly used in supporting predictive queries, producing high query response time and always produces high performance rate. Collaborative indexing [28] and knowledge exploration uses a social learning model for exploring data variety. This indexing technique supports with enhanced set of semantics representation and makes them easily accessible for users who are seeking various information.

III GRAPH BASED INDEXING TECHNIQUES

An index must be created in query processing to address the following challenges such as efficiently constructing a large database, efficiently maintaining dynamic updates and efficiently processing bulk query workloads. Indexing can also benefited by batch processing which helps in improving query processing; especially when the query graphs utilizes commonality. Figure 3 illustrates query processing with a graph database.

First, the commonalities among the stored graph data like frequent sub-graphs, paths or tress are extracted from the graph database for constructing the index. Data mining techniques like sub graph mining can be used in extracting common sub-structures from the graph database. Second is the filtering and verification phase, where the index is used to filter the false answers to obtain a candidate set and to verify every candidate whether it has any sub-graph of the received query. Figure 4 illustrates efficient graph based indexing techniques which works on graph databases that comprises a set of relative smaller graphs or sub-graphs. Each technique uses different tree based structures along with effective indexing as surveyed below.

A. Graph indexing based query processor

A graph query processing based graph indexing is proposed [29] which uses IG (Integrated Graph) query on transaction graph databases to process super graph queries. Similarity among the graphs is extracted and an index is created by using IG query. Unique features of IG Query involves, the index construction and maintenance cost is less, method of direct inclusion and filtering supports in fast query processing and batch processing [31]. Direct inclusion does not allow candidate verification instead directly include partial query answers. The candidate set is reduced by the filtering technique which is applied on a very small projected database.

The process of matching graph patterns can be improved by proposing indexing graph patterns [30] for Neo4i GDB engine. Multiple indexes are created, updated and used for various graph patterns. The index is created and stored as a tree structure and stored in the same database where the base data is stored. Using indexing patterns results in high performance query, processing. Experimentation is done with three graph data sets such as a triangle index on a social graph, a funnel index on a music database and a rhombus index on a transaction database. Social graph database represents the people along with their relationships in which the nodes represent the people and the labels distinguish the males and the females. Music database stores the artists’ information in which the nodes represent recorded tracks and the labels represent their record release. Transaction database stores the bank
transactions in which the nodes represent bank account numbers and the relationships are the transaction between the accounts.

The aggregation queries are authenticated [32] by introducing efficient index structures over large data sets. Considering the static environments, for achieving better performance characteristics an index is designed and for solving environments more index structures are proposed. Multiple numbers of aggregate attributes and multiple number of selection predicates results in performance excellence in authenticating queries. In addition, types of aggregate include distributive aggregates, algebraic aggregates and holistic aggregates. Even when the database is encrypted, efficient authentication on aggregation queries is achieved which supports data confidentiality.

B. A novel structure aware index

A type of Steiner tree which is more compact and meaningful is identified to study keyword search problems [15] in relational databases. To be efficient, a concept of CST(Compact Steiner Tree) [33] is proposed which produces an approximate solution for the given top-k queries [34,35]. Initially, Steiner trees [36] with minimum path weight are constructed which can be easily reconstructed using CS Trees. Furthermore, a novel structure aware index is created where the structural relationships and ranking scores are included which helps in improving the result quality and search efficiency. Any existing RDBMS can incorporate this novel based indexing technique without modifying the source code. A detailed investigation on the existing indexing techniques is done [37] to review various indexing techniques along with learning their potential and utilization in solving big data issues. Learning this paper also helps in choosing a best suit indexing technique for a specific problem. Big data indexing is broadly categorized in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Non-Artificial Intelligence (NAI) approaches. To detect unknown behavior in big data AI indexing approach is used. Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) is one of the AI indexing techniques which retrieve the information by identifying the patterns between unstructured data sets. LSI works semantically over the data sets and identifies the common contexts and establishes the relationships. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is another AI indexing approach which uses pattern recognition and the data relationship. Based on the current state, the query results are predicted for the future states. NAI approach creates an index with items which are most often searched in a particular data set. This paper covers B-tree, R-tree, inverted indexing approach and custom indexing for learning NAI approach.

C. KR+ index and Secondary Indexes

Based on the existing cloud data management (CDM) [38], a scalable and multi-dimensional index called KR+ -index is proposed [20] by assigning key names for all R+ -tree leaves. First, R+ -tree [40] is used in data dividing and the tree index leaf nodes which are rectangles is considered as dynamic grids. R+ -tree is good, because by adjusting the parameters we can balance between the size of the grid and the grid access time. Also, R+ -tree avoids overlapping of leaf nodes and thus redundant retrieval of similar data is not possible and so each rectangle of a leaf node [41] can be defined with different keys. In addition, a spatial query algorithm [42] is redefined which includes range query and k-NN query.

A taxonomy of NOSQL secondary indexes [43] is presented in this paper which supports with the guidelines in choosing secondary indexes and this is splitted in to two classes: Embedded Indexes and Stand Alone Indexes. Inside the primary table light weight filters are embedded and called Embedded Indexes which offers high throughput with more space efficiency and Stand Alone Indexes are implemented using separate data structures which results in faster query response. For LSM based NOSQL storages, secondary indexing methods like Eager, Lazy and Composite, Zone Maps and Bloom filters are studied. Level DB++ system is developed and these indexing methods are implemented on top of Level database which results in experimenting the trade-offs between these indexing techniques. A graph based hybrid spatio-temporal indexing technique [39] is proposed for dynamic multi-modal scene data storage and retrieval. An index is constructed for the task oriented scene data and an optimization algorithm is applied on the spatio- temporal relation graph index. Index generation is made excellent with the use of spatio temporal relation graph, which performs well in solving complex and uncertain spatio temporal queries. The proposed spatio temporal relation graph index method focus on collecting and combining the time series data and associated data for performing visualization tasks. This algorithm works with a graph base d index to represent various aspects of multi modal spatio temporal entities along with time, location, relation and semantic representations.

D. R-Tree and B-Tree index

Retrieving top-k query [44] for both location-aware and region-aware by an indexing technique is proposed [45]. A novel based method is defined which tightly integrates the inverted file for retrieving text and the R-tree for querying in spatial databases [46]. This method comprises algorithms that make use of the proposed index in evaluating the top-k query [47] and also encompasses both spatial proximity [48] and text relevancy to reduce the search space while processing the query.

A composite tree index structure [54] is proposed to deal with event searching for multiple keyword based queries in which bi-directional references are added between the leaf nodes and the event indices which results in less number of CPU processing cycles in comparing the data. A data structure called composite tree index build the solution in which all leaf nodes in a B-tree shares a common list of event indices.
To process time-stamp based query efficiently, search index data structure is allowed. Furthermore, this proposed solution produces quicker response time than the traditional query processing methods.

E. Lindex and Network structured index

A graph index called Lindex is proposed [49] which comprise all the sub graphs of the database graphs. Key-Value pairs are represented by the nodes in Lindex in which key represents the sub graph in the database and the value represents the list of database graphs which contains the key. Lindex is used in improving the efficiency of sub graph querying and is compatible with any feature set. It is also used in false graph filtering, fast index lookups, quick index construction and maintenance, constructed using any choice of feature set which results in scalable and rapid sub graph querying infrastructure.

A network structured [50] index with graph clustering [54] is proposed which improves the scalability in processing the queries. K-medoids algorithm is applied which is simple and it is a discrete version of K-means data clustering method [51] and Girvan-Newman algorithm[52] is a clustering method based on centrality between edges. The index comprises of a series of node annotations along with a distance measure. Table 1 represents a detailed survey on graph based indexing techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Technique / Algorithm</th>
<th>Advantages / Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheng ke et.al</td>
<td>Graph query tree with low cost index</td>
<td>Fast index creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li hadjlef et.al</td>
<td>Authenticated tree based index structures</td>
<td>Index is updated dynamically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li Feng et.al</td>
<td>Steiner tree for keyword search in RDBMS</td>
<td>Less space index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei Hsu et.al</td>
<td>R+-tree in spatial data indexing (CDM)</td>
<td>Index takes more space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wa Cong et.al</td>
<td>R-tree for spatial web object retrieval</td>
<td>Index takes more space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandu Zeitouni et.al</td>
<td>B+-tree indexing in network trajectory flows</td>
<td>For large networks index requires more space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuan Mitra et.al</td>
<td>Graph lattice based indexing</td>
<td>Faster index construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maer Rattigan et.al</td>
<td>Indexing network structures with shortest path trees</td>
<td>Index takes linear space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li Yi et.al</td>
<td>B-tree based indexing for ranking queries on temporal data</td>
<td>Faster index construction Less index space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSU Lee et.al</td>
<td>K-tree based indexing to process reverse k-nearest neighbors(RK NN) queries</td>
<td>Index takes less space Less cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Graph based indexing techniques survey

To be concluded, the graph database based indexing results good than other traditional methods due to their improved performance on query processing with graph structures and also helps in reducing the indexing overhead because of using the commonality identification among the stored graph structured data. Furthermore, the graph structures allow faster index creation with less index space, less index creation time and faster index updating. Consequently, graph databases produce faster query response with less query execution cost and accurate query results.

IV CONCLUSION
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